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December 1, 2020 
 
Good Hope Sisters and Brothers, 
 
I think it’s quite an understatement to say that this has been an unusual year.  A year ago, I don’t 
think any of us would have imagined that, due to a global pandemic, we would have suspended in-
sanctuary worship, or expanded our on-line presence with over 200 video meditations and worship 
services, or that we would have established our own FM radio station to worship in our vehicles on 
Sunday morning, or that we’d be conducting Sunday school via Zoom and having Zoom Confirmation 
check-ins, or that food pantry distribution would be contact-less and drive-through, or that we’d be 
holding Good Hope’s Board meetings remotely.  And I don’t think that any of us would have guessed 
that we would have been restricted from doing some of the things that we love to do, or that most of 
us know somebody who is close to us that has contracted COVID-19, or that many of us know 
somebody who has died because of COVID-19.  Yes, it has be an unusually difficult and tough year.   
 
Yet this difficult time has underscored one amazing fact … that God walks along with us, especially 
when times are incredibly hard.  The author of Deuteronomy writes, ‘The LORD himself goes before 
you and will be with you, he will never leave you nor forsake you.  Do not be afraid, and do not be 
discouraged.’   God has continued to open doors, and has provided ways for the community of Good 
Hope to serve and love our neighbors, even in the midst of a global pandemic.  Thank you to all who 
have been able to support this congregation with your time, your talents, and your contributions.   
 
While there are many churches in our Synod that are running deep budget deficits, Good Hope is not 
one of them … in fact, our operating income is sufficiently exceeding our operating budget, and for 
that I am grateful.  The ministry that God has placed in our hands to nurture and grow remains 
vibrant.  So, as we approach the end of 2020, if you are able to invest in our future by ‘catching up’ on 
contributions, or if you’re in a position to offer an incremental contribution, please prayerfully consider 
doing so.  I’m not asking you to consider additional giving out of desperation, but rather as an act of 
faithful thanksgiving to our God who comforts and protects us during incredibly painful times, and 
then uses those times to grow and expand his church as we look toward the future with hope.  
 
Nobody can say exactly when things will return to ‘normal’, but I am hopeful that we are past the half 
way point. But through your contributions, please know (and believe) that we are fulfilling our mission 
statement … ‘We are the people of God shaped by Jesus Christ and transformed by the Holy Spirit 
into a community for others’ … and in that process, our faith is strengthened.   
 
Stay safe, stay healthy, and stay spiritual. 
 
Your brother in Christ,  
 
 
Deacon Keith (DK)   


